Abstract

Dramatic physiological changes of women body due to pregnancy may elicit temporomandibular joint disorders (TMD). Furthermore, decrease immunity and stresses of pregnancy contribute to provoke TMD. To limit and prevent TMD, small lifestyle changes can be employed during pregnancy to insure warding off joint affection. Similarly, treatment options are available and one of the basic and apparent options is the use of bite plates. Because of the prevalence and importance of TMD in pregnant women, this literature review suggests adding education on TMD and its prevention to any antenatal program. There is a real demand for more studies on incidence of TMD during pregnancy and prognosis after that.
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1. Introduction

The connection of jawbone to each side of the skull is achieved by a sliding hinge joint known as temporomandibular joint (TMJ) (Figure 1) [1, 2]. Disorders that cause pain in the joint and in the muscles controlling jaw movements are called TMJ disorders (TMD) [3].

Figure 1 TMJ
After exclusion of dental pain, TMD is the primary cause of facial pain. TMD can be defined as mess coordinated joint function due to imperfect occlusion of teeth [3, 4]. TMD symptoms are outspread and include some of the ear symptoms. These include, limitation of jaw range of motion, painful jaw range of motion, TMJ clicking and locking. Headaches, soreness, jaw and neck tensions [5, 6]. On top of that, symptoms may include unsteadiness and buzzing sounds [2, 6]. TMD affects females more than males almost 2:1. The peak age for affection is between 20 - 40 years old and has a low incidence in children and old adults [1, 2, 5, 6]. TMD has higher partnership with menstruation, where it is more frequent with premenstrual period and less common postmenstrual [7, 8]. These proceedings suggest that female hormones may emulate TMD. Furthermore, pregnancy brings about impressive hormonal increase principally in oestrogen and progesterone [4, 5].

Numerous oestrogen receptors found in TMJ, with high affinity of oestrogen receptors in the articular cartilage of the joint [7, 9]. Oestrogen known to act directly on monocytes and macrophages to regulate the production of cytokines (IL-1 and IL-6). Added to that oestrogen regulate the production of tumor necrosis factor (TNF). Cytokines IL-1 and IL-6 found to be inflammatory mediators in the TMJ synovium. IL-1 and TNF had two actions here which promote inflammation leading to TMD symptoms [2, 7, 9]. These actions are promoting cartilage reabsorption and inhibiting synthesis of proteoglycans [9]. In animal studies, researchers noticed that oestrogen reduces activity and gene expression of proteoglycan which is important for lubrication of TMJ. More, oestrogen increase protease activity which decrease health of articulate disc of TMJ [2, 5, 7, 9]. On top of that, oestrogen decrease the articular fibrocartilage thickness and increasing collagen causing hypertrophic chondrocyte zone. This in turn affects TMJ movement initiating TMD [1, 2, 7, 9].

The other pregnancy hormone starting from the beginning of second trimester until delivery of the baby is Relaxin. This is the hormone responsible to increase the mobility of pregnant woman’s joints to help in the preparation and ease delivery of the baby. Relaxation and hypermobility of joints may grant the development of TMD [1, 2]. Moreover, relaxin increases the expression of specific tissue degrading enzymes and predispose to aberrant joint remodeling [1, 4]. Overall, oestrogen and relaxin, each on their own and together, reduced overall disc and joint collagen content therefore, spark TMD [5, 8].

During pregnancy, there is no position that is comfortable to sleep. Added to that, with progress of pregnancy their will be frequent urinations due to increasing size of uterus[8, 10, 11]. This urination in turn affects sleeping too. Sleeping disturbance is associated with increased stress and anxiety levels and sequentially increase the probability of tooth grinding and clenching. This is known as bruxism. Chronic bruxism induces TMD [12-15]. Furthermore, with increasing the size of pregnant women abdomen, they find it sometimes convenient and manageable to sleep on one side all the night. This exerts pressure on jaw muscles resulting in TMD [1, 8, 11].

Usually, 80% pregnant women when wakes up, if they manage to sleep well, suffer from nausea and early morning sickness. This nausea if not controlled soon after start will progress really fast to vomiting in up to 50% of pregnant women [16]. This is still accepted by most women as normal pregnancy symptom, but the act of vomiting has its impact on TMJ [8, 17]. Frequent vomiting exerts loads of strain on the jaw muscles as well as jaw ligaments. Considering pregnancy morning sickness lasting for 8-18 weeks. This prolonged period may result in sprain of the joint and muscles with subsequent development of TMD [4, 18].

One of the changes of pregnancy is the 50% increase in plasma volume to cope with body expansions and changes. On top of that, extracellular volume increases 30-50% [10, 11]. These physiological measures take place to maintain circulating blood volume and uteroplacental perfusion highest during pregnancy [8, 10, 11]. The massive increase in body fluids during pregnancy is coupled with increasing sodium levels [10, 17]. On the other hand, sodium affects how pregnant women body absorbs and processes water. This normal doubling of body fluids results in the typical puffy, glowing and a bit swollen picture of pregnancy. Furthermore, pressure around jaw and TMJ may increase with subsequent triggering of TMD [2, 10, 11].

Pregnancy usually associated with uncertainty which in turn increase pregnant women anxiety and stress [9]. Additionally, stress is closely associated with both types of bruxism, sleep and awake [12, 15]. Further, women are one and a half times more prone to develop bruxism without pregnancy but during pregnancy, bruxism affects more than 60% of women [13, 14]. Bruxism is characterized by clenching and grinding of teeth with possible thrusting of the mandible. Because of this, bruxism is implicated as causal factor, or at least a risk factor in TMD [8, 12-15].

Normal pregnancy includes many physiological changes. One of these changes is very high increase in demand for calcium [11, 19]. This increase in demand progress more and more as pregnancy progress and women stores are replenished after postpartum period. Associated with increased calcium demand an increase in the production of the
parathyroid hormone [19–21]. Unfortunately, hypocalcaemia affects 30% of pregnant women. Likewise, hypocalcaemia cause bone weakness and jaw pain [19, 21].

Head and neck infections namely, pharyngitis, sinusitis and ear infections are more common during pregnancy than any time in women life [22, 23]. This is due to natural immunological changes of pregnancy making women more prone to infection and inflammation. What is striking is that 9.1% of women with any of the above infections will have TMD [24]. What is fascinating is that in pregnancy the above incidence increases 3.5–9.9 times. Added to that, ear infection with manifested pain is affecting 80% of TMD patients in pregnancy [11, 15, 22, 23].

During pregnancy many women and sadly dentists have poor attitude toward oral hygiene and even treating teeth and oral conditions. This is explained in many studies as incorrect assumptions leading to profound hesitancy from both women and dentists regarding dental care during pregnancy [18, 25]. On top of that, many women tend to neglect taking care of themselves during pregnancy and postpartum since she has many new responsibilities filling all her day [18, 25, 26]. Looking at these two points and the fact that high pregnancy levels of oestrogen and progesterone lead to gingivitis, increased teeth pigmentation and worsening of any dental caries or oral infections [10, 11, 26], on top of everything just mentioned, there is increased vomiting in pregnancy and more food sweet and savory ingested with progress of the pregnancy. Aggregating all these facts together, show that we have a strong recipe for oral pain, and this soon followed by TMD [16, 26].

Looking back at all mentioned causes and risk factors for developing TMD during pregnancy explains how important and widely present it is. This unhesitatingly point toward preventing TMD. This includes stopping using gum and take care of not to clench and grind teeth. Trying not to sleep on hands (chin on hands), with taking care not to have wide yawning [1, 4, 8]. Knowing the fact that all routine, preventative and treatment oral and dental procedures are safe during pregnancy [19]. Accordingly, treating any teeth infection or conditions. Added to that, avoiding hard, crunchy foods and avoiding big bites. All these measures may help to prevent TMD [6].

There are many treatment options for TMD, but these can be adapted from patient to patient according to the cause and willingness of the patient. One of the easiest treatment options is oral appliances known as bite plates. These are available over the counter and it works by decreasing the tightness of the jaw muscle [4, 6]. Other methods include medications, massage, breathing and jaw exercise techniques [1, 6].

2. Conclusion

Women of reproductive age are the most affected patients with TMD. Pregnancy complicates the situation more through the natural physiological changes. Explaining how patient can decrease her chances of developing TMD and in worst condition how to treat the condition is crucial. Any antenatal program should include educating pregnant women on TMD and how to prevent it. There is a need for studies on prevalence and incidence of TMD in pregnancy. Moreover, there must be studies on fate of TMD with pregnancy and after delivery.
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